
Due April 7, 2021  

 

       Disciple Packet 5 of 6 
Confirmation preparation 
YouCat & Bible Application  

 
Please discuss the questions in italics with your sponsor  

 
* Are you saved?  YCT pg 187, and Youtube video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TT4JAxfhgcQ 
Justification means the restoration of the right relationship between ___________________________________ 
Using YCT 337, discuss with your parent or sponsor how we are saved. 
 
 
* With your parent/sponsor, look at the sacred painting in the YouCat on p.198 and look for at least 5 things, or 
people you recognize.  What is happening?       Where is it happening? 

 
 
 
 

* List at least two ways a child should respect his/her parents:  YCT 371 
 
 
 
* List at least two ways a parent should respect their children:  YCT 372 
 
 
 
Anyone who prays must allow God: YCT 507 _____________________________________________________  
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Which of these do you find most challenging? 
 
 
 
* List at least three things everyone who prays experiences  YCT 508   
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Which of these do you find most challenging? 
 
 
 
* Prayer is always ________________   Prayer is ____________________________  Prayer and life cannot be  
 
_________________________  YCT 510 
What can and will you do to keep you prayer life going? 
 
 
 
After discussing the questions in italics with your sponsor, from the YouCat/Bible, please have them sign   
    
   Sponsor signature: _________________________________________ 
 a parent may sign to indicate the conversation occurred, or your sponsor may email me if they were not physically present 

Name: ___________________________________ 



 

Prayer Notes 
 

To grow in my relationship with Christ and His Church, I made a commitment to daily prayer.  This commitment 
to pray was made about 6 months ago. 
 
 
My daily prayer is: _________________________________ 
 
 
 
How has it been going? (explain in at least 2-3 sentences) 
 
 
 
 
If it is going well, keep it up!  If it needs improvement, what will you do to improve? 
 
 
 
 

 

Capital Virtue:  Diligence 
 

Definition:  
Diligence is the virtue that tells us to fulfill our duties in life, even if they get to be tiresome. These duties include 
our work, our home, our country, our church, and our families.  It enables us to carry out our responsibilities – 
both civic and religious.                     
 
Which of the 7 Capital Sins (also known as Deadly Sins) does Diligence overcome?  
 
________________________________________________________________   
 
 
Example of diligence:  
I cleaned my room without being told to do so.  
 
Explain what you did to practice diligence: 
 
 
 
How did  this help you grow?: 
 
 
 
Read 2 Peter 3:14   How does Peter say we should be found?  What does this mean? 

Due April 7, 2021  

Name: ___________________________________ 



 

Homily Notes 
 

From: March 14, 2021  Fourth Sunday of Lent 
  
 
1st Reading: _________________________  
 
What was the Responsorial Psalm?  ___________________________________________________ 
 
2nd Reading: ______________________  
 
Gospel Reading: ________________    
 
What color were the vestments? ___________________________  why?  ____________________________ 
 
 
 
 

Homily Summary  
 

Please write at least 4 sentences below summarizing the homily you heard. 
It may be helpful to take notes during Mass. 

If you wish to discuss your summary, contact Deb (before the due date) 
 
 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 
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Name: ________________________________ 


